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Abstract 
Rathjen, M. and A. Weiermann, Proof-theoretic investigations on Kruskal’s theorem, Annals 
of Pure and Applied Logic 60 (1993) 49-88. 
In this paper we calibrate the exact proof-theoretic strength of Kruskal’s theorem, thereby 
giving, in some sense, the most elementary proof of Kruskal’s theorem. 
Furthermore, these investigations give rise to ordinal analyses of restricted bar induction. 
Introduction 
S.G. Simpson in his article [lo], “Nonprovability of certain combinatorial 
properties of finite trees”, presents proof-theoretic results, due to H. Friedman, 
about embeddability properties of finite trees. It is shown there that Kruskal’s 
theorem is not provable in ATR,. An exact description of the proof-theoretic 
strength of Kruskal’s theorem is not given. On the assumption that there is a bad 
infinite sequence of trees, the usual proof of Kruskal’s theorem utilizes the 
existence of a minimal bad sequence of trees, thereby employing some form of 
II: comprehension. So the question arises whether a more constructive proof can 
be given. The need for a more elementary proof of Kruskal’s theorem is 
especially due to the fact that this theorem figures prominently in computer 
science, because it is the main tool for showing that sets of rewrite rules are 
terminating (see [3, p. 2.581, where this challenge is offered). 
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Our paper gives a complete proof-theoretic characterization of Kruskal’s 
theorem in terms of ordinal notation systems, subsystems of second-order 
arithmetic, and subsystems of Kripke-Platek set theory. 
The paper is divided into eleven parts. 
In Section 1 we introduce an ordinal notation system TA, which represents the 
Ackermann-ordinal (see [2] for a definition) in a natural way. It is shown that 
within ACAo, Kruskal’s theorem implies the well-foundedness of TA. 
The reversal of the latter implication constitutes the content of Section 2. 
Given a bad sequence of trees, we show how to produce effectively a strictly 
descending sequence of ordinals in TA of the same length. 
The equivalence of Kruskal’s theorem with the well-foundedness of TA then 
provides an upper bound for the order-types of simplification orderings, since 
Kruskal’s theorem can be used to prove the well-foundedness of these orderings. 
For (Y < o let T( (u) be the set of finite trees T such that every vertex of T has 
less than a immediate successors. T(a) is quasi-ordered by the natural tree- 
embeddability relation. Let KT(a) be the statement “U(a) is a well-quasi- 
ordered” (so KT(o) is just Kruskal’s theorem). We also show that Vn KT(n) and 
KT(o) are equivalent over ACAo. 
In [lo, p. 991, it is stated that Kruskal’s theorem is provable in the formal 
system T := ACA,, + II$BZ. The investigations of this paper were mainly 
prompted by this remark. It turns out that this is not quite true. Indeed, 
ACAo f KT(o) proves the uniform II: reflection principle of the latter theory, 
RFNp(T), and is therefore a stronger theory. The remainder of this paper is 
devoted to proving 
T:=ACA,+&BIXVnKT(n) and ACAotKT(w)t,RFNn:(T). 
Sections 4-10 pursue the ordinal analysis of the system ACAo + lI&BZ, thereby 
showing that the order type of T, is the proof-theoretic ordinal of the latter 
system. The methods used here are perfectly general in that they provide a 
general framework for analyzing all the theories ACA,, + II:-BZ for it 3 2. Using 
results from [5], we also establish the proof-theoretic equivalence of ACAo + l7:- 
BI and KPo- + II,,-Foundation for all II >, 2, where KPo- stands for Kripke- 
Platek set theory including infinity but with foundation restricted to sets. 
An effective version of the ordinal analysis of ACAo + II&BZ is sketched in 
Section 11, finally establishing ACAo k KT(o) ++RFN*;(T). 
1. An ordinal notation system 
Firstly, we need some ordinal-theoretic background. Let On be the class of 
ordinals. Let AP := { 5 E On: 3~ E On [g = o “I} be the class of additive principal 
numbers and let E := { ?$ E On: E = we} be the class of c-numbers which is 
enumerated by the function AC&Q. 
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We write a:=NF w”+ 6 if cx= oB+ 6 and either, S =0 and p< LY, or 
6=wS’+.. . + co’* with /? 2 &,a. * .a bk and k 3 1. 
Note that by Cantor’s normal form theorem, for every cy 4 E U {0}, there are 
uniquely determined ordinals p and 6 such that LY =NF mp + 6. 
Let Q:= X,. For any (Y < cn+i we define the set E,(a) which consists of the 
c-numbers below 52 which are needed for the unique representation of (Y in 
Cantor normal form recursively as follows: 
1. E&O) := E&Q) := 0, 
2. E,(a) := {a}, if EE E fl Q, 
3. E,(a) := E&3) U E,(6) if (Y=NF W’ + 6. 
Let (Y* := max(&(a) U (0)). 
We define sets of ordinals C(cu, /3), C,(cu, p), and ordinals 6a by main 
recursion on (Y < Ed+, and subsidiary recursion on n < w (for p < D) as follows. 
(Cl) 10, Q> lJ B G C,(K P), 
(C2) y, s E C,(a; p) * ‘k= NF WY+ 6 + E E cl+dw P), 
(C3) 6 E Cn(G P) II a + 66 E Cn+l(% P), 
(C4) C(a, P) := u {Cn(G P): 12 < 01, 
(C5) 6a:=min{~<~:C(a,5)nsz~5r\aEC(~,5)}, 
Lemma 1.1. 6a is defined for every (Y < E~+~. 
Proof. Let PO:= (Y* + 1. Then (Y E C(cu, PO) via (Cl) and (C2). Since the 
cardinality of C(a, p) is less than 52 there exists a j3i < Q such that C(cr, PO) rl 
Q c pi. Similarly there exists for each fin < 52 (which is constructed recursively) a 
pn+i < Q such that C(a, p,J rI Q E pn+l. Let /3:=sup{P,:n<w}. Then (YE 
C(cu, p) and C( (Y, p) fl Q c /I < 52. Therefore 6a d /3 < Q. 0 
Lemma 1.2. (1) 6a E E, 
(2) a E C(% 64, 
(3) 6a: = C(cw, &) n a, and 6a 4 C(a, &x), 
(4) Y E C(G P) e E,(Y) E C(K P), 
(5) Ly* < 6cu, 
(6) 6a=@? + a=P, 
(7) 6a<@I e ((U<pAcu*<~~)v(P<aA6a~P*), 
(8) p<6a e wB<t9.cy. 
Proof. (1) and (8) issue from closure 6a under (C2). 
(2) and (3) follow from Lemma 1.1 and the definition of 6~ 
(4) If E&y) c C(a: /3), then y E C(cw, p) by (C2). On the other hand, 
Y E C,(a; PI +&a(~) E Cn(w P> is easily seen by induction on n. 
(5) a* E C(a, 6a) holds by (4). As (Y* < Q, this implies a* < 6a by (3). 
(6) Suppose, aiming at a contradiction, that 19a = i+p and (Y < /3_ Then 
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C(K 64 E C(P, WI; h ence (YE C(p, 196) fl/3 by (2); thence @a:= S/3 E 
C(cu, Sp), contradicting (3). 
(7) Suppose (Y < /3. Then 6a < S/3 implies (Y* < S/3 by (5). If a* < Sp, then 
a E C(P, W); h ence 6a E C(p, S/3); thus 6a < SD. This shows 
(a) (UC/~ 3 (&r<Sp e a*<8/3). 
By interchanging the roles of (Y and p, and employing (5), one obtains 
(b) p<a 3 (6~<19~ e 6asfi*). 
(a) and (b) yield (7). 0 
The Ackermann ordinal is denoted in this context by 6Q”. 
Definition 1.1. Inductive definition of a set OT(6) of ordinals and a natural 
number G*cr for a E OT(6). 
1. 0, Q E OT(6), G,O:= G&2:=0, 
2. a=&lP+~A~,&OT(B) j a:~ OT(6), Gem:= max{G&, G&} + 1, 
3. (Y = 19ai A my1 E OT(6) + 6a, E OT(6), G,w := G+x, + 1. 
Observe that according to Lemma 1.2(l) and 1.2(6), the function G, is 
well-defined. Each ordinal (Y E OT(6) has a unique normal form using the 
symbols 0, 52, t, o, 6. Furthermore, if for my, p E OT(6), represented in their 
normal form, we were to decide a < p, we could do this by deciding a0 < PO for 
ordinals a0 and PO that appear in these representations and, in addition, satisfy 
G,+Y,, + Go/Y& < G,+ + G,& This follows from Lemma 1.2(7) and the recursive 
procedure for comparing ordinals in Cantor normal form. So we come to see the 
following fact. 
Lemma 1.3. After a straightforward coding in the natural numbers, we may 
consider (OT(6), < rOT(S)) as a primitive recursive ordinal notation system. 
Lemma 1.4. (1) OT(6) = lJ {C(cu, 0): a < .sn+i}, 
(2) OT(6) fl a = ff for a E OT(6) fl Q. 
From now on, we presume an effective coding of (OT(6), < rOT(6)) in the 
natural numbers, so that the latter structure can be dealt with in ACAo (actually 
in primitive recursive arithmetic). Of course, the well-foundedness of (OT(6), 
< rOT(6)) is not provable in ACA”. 
Next, we recall some basic definitions from [lo]. A finite tree F is a finite partial 
order ( T, Go) such that, 
1. (3 E T)(Vt E T)[t f r + r dy t A t + T r], 
2. (Vs E T)(Vt E T)(Vu E T)[t STS A u S,s* t +-u v u =+t]. 
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For a finite tree Y = (T, s T) and t, u E T we denote the c.-infimum of t and u 
by t A T u. The uniquely determined <,-minimal element is called the root of Y. 
A finite tree 5 = (T, sT ) is embeddable into a finite tree 011 = (U, sU) if there 
exists a one-to-one (embedding-) function f : T + CJ such that f(t A~LL) =f(t) A.,, 
f(u) for every t, u E T. 
For a E T let Ta:= {b E T: a <,b} and P = (T”, cTrTa). An immediate 
subtree 52 of 9 has the form Y where a is an immediate Go-successor of the root 
of 3. Every immediate subtree % of 9 is embeddable into 9. 
Theorem 1.1 (Kruskal). For any o-sequence (q: i < 6~) of finite trees there exist 
indices i and j such that i <j < w and Ti is embeddable into Yi. 
In [lo] it is shown that Kruskal’s theorem implies the well-foundedness of 4) 
within ACA,,. This proof can be extended to also yield the well-foundednes of 
652” from Kruskal’s theorem in ACAo. The proof utilizes a normal form for 
ordinals <652”. This normal form can be computed primitive recursively. 
We require some notation. Let 52.0 := 0 and 52. (n + 1) := 52 ’ n + Q. Let 
Q”*O:=O. Ifp=oP1+...+WBaandp,~...~Pkweset 
~.p:=oa.n+S1+...+OB.n+Bk, 
Proposition 1.1. Let cy E E fl 652”. Then there exists a unique n < o and unique 
ordinals a,, . . . , LX,, < LY such that (Y = S(&Y . cu, + . - . + 9” . q,), and an # 0 if 
n #O. 
Definition 1.2. For any (Y 6 w let U( CY) be the set of trees Y such that any vertex 
in Y has less than (Y immediate successors. We use KT(cK) to abbreviate that 
lJ( cu) is well-quasi-ordered. 
For a E OT(6) let WF( (u) stand for “< restricted to {p E OT(6): p < cu} is 
well-founded”. 
Theorem 1.2. ACAo t (Vn < w) KT(n)+ WF(69”). 
Proof. We reason within ACA,. Let Tree be the set of all finite trees. We shall 
define a primitive recursive mapping 
o: Tree+ {(ue OT(6): a< 1%2~} 
by recursion on the number of elements of a tree 9, 1 Fj. If 9 consists only of its 
root, then let o(Y) = 0. Otherwise the root of 9 has finitely many immediate 
successors a(), . . . , uk. Let Yi be the immediate subtrees of Y determined by a;. 
Since 1 .Yi/ < (51, we may assume that a, := o(!Y;) is already defined. We may 
further assume that a0 2 . . - 2 ark. We set o(9) = ar,, if k = 0, o(Y) = a/, @ ar,, if 
k = 1, where CB denotes the. commutative natural sum of ordinals, o(Y) = wa” if 
k = 2 and waO> cu,, o(Y) = w”I”+’ if k = 2 and Ok”= cvO and o(5) = 6a, if k = 3. 
To deal with the case k 2 4 we introduce some auxiliary notation. For finite 
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sequences of ordinals we define 
(PO, . . . , Pm) <I (I%,. *. 9 m> @ 
max{&, . . , Pm> s max{h,. . . , ml 
A [[2 =% m <n] V [2 s m = 12 A (3j < W?)[Pj < yj A (Vr <i) Pr = Yr]]. 
For a finite sequence (PO, . . . , pm) (m 2 1) of countable ordinals let 
tWP0,. . . ) pm)) := lY(sr * (1+ p,)) + SY-’ * p1+ * . . + QO. Pm). Then by 
Lemma 1.5 below (PO, . . . , pm) <, ( yo, . . . , yn) implies 6(( PO, . . . , pm)) < 
W(YO>. . . , Yn)). 
Now we can proceed in the definition of o(Y) for k 3 4. Let S := 
? 
a,(o), . . . , a7c(i)>: l<i<k, n a permutation of (0, . . . , i}}. Let 
cu,*, . . . ) a$) be the (k - 3)th element of S with respect to </ and set 
o(9) = 6((&, . . . ) ai”,)). 
Note that this assignment of ordinals to trees is weakly increasing, i.e. 
o(Y~) c o(9) if .Ya is an immediate subtree of 5. This is due to the fact, that for 
P 0, . . . 3 f?,, < D we have PO, . . . , /3,, < O(L?” . Pn + . . . + 52’. PO). 
Given an embedding of trees f : T1+ &, we claim that o( YT) < o( pz’“‘) for 
each UE~,. The proof is by induction on IFTI; it just springs from the above 
observation. 
By induction on G0a: one easily verifies that there is a tree 3 such that 
o(Y) = a provided that a < 60”. For (Y E E one has to employ Proposition 1.1. 
If now ((yk: k < o) were an infinitely descending sequence of ordinals below 
i&Y’, then we would get a corresponding sequence of finite trees ( Yk: k < co) 
with 0(3~) = Q for each k < co. Since sup{6(Q” + * - . + Q”): n < w} = 6W’, 
there would be an no such that for all k < co, 5Fk E U(n,). Therefore, by KT(no), 
we could pick i < j < o such that Yi c Yi. Hence O( pi) = ai < o( sj) = aj by the 
above claim. Contradiction. 0 
In the next section we will frequently draw on the following result. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose a,, . . . , a,,,, PO, . . . , /I$ E OT( 6) f-152. Assume Q” - pn + 
~~~+~“~~o<~~a;n+~~~+sZo~cro and max@,*,...,fi,*)smax(a,*,..., 
cu,T). Then 
S(Q” ’ pn + * * . + f2 * p(j) < S(szm * cYm + . * - + szo . ao). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.2(7). 0 
2. An elementary proof of Kruskal’s theorem 
From now on we argue in ACA, (in fact, RCA, would suffice). 
Let TA := {a~ 0T(6): a< 6P”) and cTA := (< roT(1.9)) 1 TA. Then ( TA, 
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=c~~) is a primitive recursive ordinal notation system for the Ackermann ordinal. 
We introduce some more notation. A quasi-order X is an ordered pair (X, S) 
where X is a countable set and s is a binary, reflexive and transitive relation on 
X. A (finite or countably infinite) sequence x = (x0, x1, . . . ) of elements in X is 
called bad if there are no indices i and i such that i <j < length(x) and xi s xi. In 
particular, the empty sequence is bad. 
X is a well-quasi-order if all bad sequences in X are finite. Let Bad(X) be the 
set of all finite bad sequences in X. A reification of X into ry E OT(6) is a 
mapping f : Bud(X) + LY + 1 such that f(x-y) <f(x) for every x E Bud(X) and 
every y E X such that x-y E Bud(X). 
Lemma 2.1. The following is provable in ACAO: Zf f is a reification of ‘x into a 
and IX is well-founded, then X is a well-quasi-order. 
Proof. An infinite bad sequence in X would give rise to an infinite descending 
chain below a + 1. 17 
We introduce some more terminology. Let X = (X, C) be a quasi-order. For 
r E Bad(X) let X, := {y E X: x-y E Bud(X)} and Y& := (X,, s rXx). Let &, = 
(X”, 5, ) and X, = (X, , S, ) be quasi-orders. 
We define quasi-orders & Cl3 X, and YY& C4 X, as follows. The domain of X0 @ X1 
is the disjoint union X0 U X, of X0 and X1. Therefore X0 U X1 consists of 
ordered pairs (0, x,,) and (1, x1) where x0 EX,, and x1 EX,. XOUX1 is 
quasi-ordered by a relation so @ C1 as follows: 
In writing X0 U X, we assume without loss of generality that X0 and X1 are 
disjoint and we will identify x0 E X0 with (0, x0) and x1 E X1 with (1, x, ). 
The domain of & C3 X1 is the Cartesian product X,, x X1 of X,, and X,. X, x X1 
is quasi-ordered by the relation s,, @ $ as follows: 
For a given quasi-order X = (X, C) we define the quasi-order YP’ as follows: 
The domain of P” consists of the set X’” of all finite sequences in X. X”” is 
quasi-ordered by a relation sCO as follows: 
(X”, . . . ) x,) siw (xh, . . . ) x;) 
if and only if there exists a sub-sequence iO < . - . < i, s n such that x, s x2!, for 
every I~rn. (To be precise, the empty sequence is the bottom element with 
respect to the ordering sCO.) 
If J&, and X, are well-quasi-orders then Y&Cl3 X,, Y&C3 X1 and G” are 
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well-quasi-orders, too. According to [S], this can be shown in ACAo (especially, 
Higman’s lemma is provable in ACA,). 
A finite tree 5 with labels in a quasi-order ‘x = (X, G) is an ordered triple 
(T, <T, IT) such that ( T, sT) . Isa me r eand/,:T+X. If S=(T,GT,IT) fi ‘t t e 
and %= (17, sU, 1”) are finite trees with labels in a quasi-order X = (X, Go) we 
say that 9 is embeddable into % if there exists an embedding-function f: T 3 U 
such that &(t) sx &,(f (t)) f or every t E T. Let T(X) be the set of finite trees with 
labels in x and let ST(%) be the corresponding embeddability relation. Let 
T(X) := (T(X), sT(X))- 
Theorem 2.1 (Kruskal). T(X) . 1s a well-quasi-order for every well-quasi-order X. 
We want to show that the existence of a reification of X into a E T implies the 
existence of a reification of T(X) into S(Q20 * a) E T. This will imply Kruskal’s 
theorem by taking the domain of X to be a singleton, i.e., (Y = 1. For technical 
reasons we introduce the following terminology, which is due to Schmidt [6]. 
Definition 2.1. Let Xi = (Xi, si) (i = 0, . . . , n) be pairwise disjoint quasi-orders 
and let CQ, . . . , (y, ordinals such that 0 < CY,, < . . . < a, s co. 
LetX:=&,,$~~~CB&. Let 
be the set of all finite trees 9 = (T, ST, lT) in T(X) such that for every vertex 
t E T, if the label IT(t) of t is in Xi, then t has strictly fewer than CZ; immediate 
successors in 9. Let 6T(X,a) be the restriction of the tree-embeddability-relation 
to 
and let 
For ordinals IZ, p we denote by a CT3 6 the (commutative) natural sum of (Y and 
/3 ,_ ~1 by a 8 p the (commutative) natural product of CY and /3. These operations 
are detined as follows: Let (Y CB 0 := 0 CD (Y := a: and (Y C3 0 := 0 C3 LY := 0. 
Now suppose ~~=~~+...+~~,~6~~-..b8,, n30 and p=wsn+l+ 
... +w6m2&+,20..>6,, mz=n+l. Then 
a @ 0 := 0~40) + . . . + m6x(m), 
where ;rd is a permutation of (0, . . . , m} such that 6,(i) * 6,(j) if i <j s m. We 
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define (Y @ /3 to be 
(0 
&@~“,I @ . . . @ cc) *rmm) @ . . . $ (&“@6”-1 @ . . . (z& ,6”@S”,). 
Every s-number is closed under these operations. 
Theorem 2.2. The following is provable in ACA,,: Let hi (i = 0, . . . , n) be 
pairwise disjoint quasi-orders, let f; be reifications of Xi into pi (i = 0, . . . , n; 
piEOT(6)nSZ)andletO<ao<... < cu, 4 o. Then there exists a reification of 
T 
i 
%I . . - xl 
L-z, . . . a;, > 
into S(sZWn . pn + . . . + LY” . PO). 
The proof requires some further preparation. Let Z”, . . . , J” be names, that 
means appropriate Godel-numbers, for pairwise disjoint quasi-orders X0, . . . , X” 
andletO<a,,<...<cu,~w. Let 
Comp 
( 
gJ . . . y 
a() * * . an 1 
be the least class (of names for quasi-orders) which is closed under the following 
rules. 
1. For every i=Zn: 
is a name for x’. 
2. For every i d n and every xi E Bad(%): 
.x;, E camp 
( 
x” . . . X” 
cu, . . . a;, > 
is a name for Xi,. 
3. If 
are names for v, . . . , V/’ then 
are names for @{V/‘: 1 s r} and @{Y’: 1 G r}. 
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x E camp ( 
p . . . X” 
txo * *. ffn > 
is a name for X then 
Xc, E Comp ( x0 a0 
. . . X” 
. . . a 
n > 
is a name for VW. 
5. If 
go, . . . J--omqLyo . . . &J 
are names for pairwise disjoint quasi-orders D/O, . . . , I”” and 0 < y. =c. . . -=c ym s 
oand52Ym+...+~~l~S2LYn+...+SZa0then 
is a name for 
o/o .* * Y” T ( Yo *. . Ym ). 
Definition 2.2. Let ?c?, . . . , XH be names for pairwise disjoint quasi-orders 
P,..., 
each 
M”andletO<cu,<*..<cu,. -= w. Let fi be reifications of Xi into pi. For 
let o(5) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
be defined recursively as follows: 
4. 
5. 
o(F) := Nf;(( )))9 
o(C) := S(h(x,)), 
o(@{@ 2 G I}) := @{o(gY): 1 c r}, 
o(@{z)‘: 1 G r}) := @I {o(!g): I s I}, 
0(x-) := 6(0(X) + l), 
0 x 
u 
‘” *. . ‘” := fj(QYm. o(z)“) + . . . + QYQ. o(@)). 
Yo - *. Ym )I 
Definition 2.3. Let x0, . . . , X” be names for pairwise disjoint quasi-orders and 
letO<(Y,<...<a,<o. Forevery 
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we define the complexity number c(x) recursively as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
c(F) := 0, 
c(Q := 0, 
c(@{g’: 1 C r}) := c(@{g’: 1 S r}) := max{c@‘): 16 r} + 1, 
c(F”) := c(Z) + 1, 
5. CE (( 
Ir])” . . . 2)” 
PO *. . P” >> 
:= max{c@‘): 1 S m} + 1. 
Definition 2.4. Let & = (X,, so) and X, := (X,, So) be two quasi-orders. A 
function e :X0+ Xl is called a quasi-embedding, if e(x,) c1 e(&) implies xc, ~~~~~~ 
for every x0, x; E X. 
Lemma 2.2. (1) Let X0 = (X0, So), X1 = (X,, G1) and X, = (X,, S2) be quasi- 
orders and e, : X0+ X, , e, : X1 + X2 be quasi-embeddings. Then e L 0 e(, : X0* X2 is 
a quasi-embedding. 
(2) Let &= (X0, SO), XI = (XI, <I ) be quasi-orders, e :X0-+ X1 be a quasi- 
embedding and f : X1 -+ & + 1 be a reification of X, into (Y. Then f and e induce a 
natural reification of & into Ly. 
Definition 2.5. Let X = (X, 6) be a quasi-order and let x E X. 
L,(x) := {y E x: 1x Sy}. 
L,(x) is quasi-ordered by the restriction of C to L,(x). 
Let x(x) := (L,(x), G 1 L,(x)). 
Note that a quasi-order X is a well-quasi-order if X(x) is a well-quasi-order for 
every x E X. 
Theorem 2.2 follows from the following lemma. (Our proof of this lemma 
imitates a corresponding proof of [6].) 
Lemma 2.3. Let x0, . . . , X” be names for pairwise disjoint quasi-orders 
x0, . . . , X” and let i be reifications of x’ into pi E UT(G) f~ 62. Let 0 < cro < . . . < 
a, G 0. Let 
.% E Comp 
( 
x0 . . . X” 
a,, * . * cu, 1 
be a name for a quasi-order X = (X, 6) and let x E X. Then there exists a name 
3? E Comp 
( 
x0 . . . yp 
cu, . . . CY” > 
for a quasi-order JY = (X”, s”) and a quasi-embedding e(Z, x) : L,(x)+ X’ such 
that o(F) <o(Z). 
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We show how the theorem follows from this lemma. Let 
(to, . . . > t~)EBad u (( 
p . . . y(” 
cxyg . . * an )) 
and define recursively (with the use of Lemma 2.3) 
where 
50 = to, Eo:= z 
x0 *. . X” 
J 
ai, - *. a;, > 
e. := 4% to>, 
and, for i <k, 
ej+l := e&, tJ 0 ej, gi+l= ei+i(ti+J and &+, = Q. 
Then this function f is a reification of 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. By induction on c(E). Our proof strategy is to define 
e, := e(x, x) by primitive recursion in previously defined functions. 
Case 1: c(X) = 0. Assume X= xiz and Xi E B&(X’). Then L,:,(x) =X’&) 
since x E Xf;,. Then e, := id 1 L,;,(x) is quasi-embedding of X(x) into xx := 
xix,,, ). Furthermore 
Case 2: x = @{g’: 1 S r}, x = @{g’: 1 =S r} of 5 = (g)‘“. In these cases the 
assertion follows from [8]. The proof is actually similar to the proof of Case 3 but 
much simpler. 
Case 3: 
J =z ( 8” * *. 8” . Yo . *. Ym > 
Let X be the domain of X and let x E X. Then x is a finite tree with labels in 
${?I” ) 1 =G m}. At this stage of the proof we employ a subsidiary induction on the 
number of vertices (elements) of x. 
Subcase 3.1. Assume x is a tree consisting only of a root with a label y E Y’. By 
the main induction hypothesis we can pick a quasi-embedding e(@, y) =: 
e,,:L,(y)+ (Yi)y such that Ok) <o(@). The quasi-embedding ey induces a 
natural quasi-embedding of 
T ( 
. . . yyy) . . . 
. . . Yi *.. > 
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into 
(Here the “. . .” parts are those which remain unchanged.) Since X(x) is trivially 
quasi-embeddable into 
u i 
. . . V(y) . . . 
. . . Yi **. > 
we get a quasi-embedding from X(x) into xx. The ordinal of the name of xx is 
strictly less than o(x) by Lemma 1.5. 
Subcase 3.2. Assume now that x is a tree with root-label y E Y’ where the root 
has exactly N < yj immediate subtrees x,,, . . . , x,._~ E X. 
Assume first that N = yk for some k < i. By the subsidiary induction hypothesis 
we get quasi-embeddings e(.x, xi) =: e.+ :Lx@,)+ Xx1 such that o(.%~J) <0(.x). 
By our main induction hypothesis we can pick a quasi-embedding e@‘, y) =: 
ey : J&(Y)+ (yi)y such that o(@li)‘) < o(Q). 
Let 3 := @ @ (@{ (.%x”)<u 8 . . .@ (PJ)<~: j < N}) and let Z = (Z, cz) be the 
corresponding quasi-order. Set 
p:=x 
. . . y“@gl@ 3 . . . (gi)y . . . 
. . . yk 
> 
. . . yi . . . . 
Then x’ is a name for a quasi-order RF and o(P) < o(E) holds by Lemma 1.5. 
If N # yk for all k < yi, put 
2” := x 
. . . g; @ ;3 . . . (giy . . . 
. . . N . . . yi . . . > 
where the new column has to be inserted at the place which is determined by the 
ordering of {yO, . . . , y;, N}. 
We shall focus on the case N = 7/k since the other case is similar. 
We construct a quasi-embedding e, of x(x) into xx by primitive recursion from 
e xc,, . . . 2 e xN_, and eY. 
Let z E L,(x). We define ex(z) by recursion on the number of vertices of z. 
Assume first that z is a tree consisting only of a root which carries a label 
v E Yj. 
If j # i define e,(z) := z. Then e,(z) E X”. 
IfvEY’, thenvEYkUYiUZ. Solete,(z):=_zEXX. 
Assume now that z is a tree with root-label v E Yj, where the root is followed 
by the immediate subtrees z,), . . . , z/-l where 1 < q. We can assume inductively 
that e,(z”), . . . , e,(z, - 1) are defined. If j f i or 1 <N let eJz> be the tree with 
root-label v and where the root has the immediate subtrees ex(z,), . . . , e,(z,_,). 
Then ex(z) E X”. 
Now assume j = i and I* N. 
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If v E Lyl(y) let ex(z) be the tree with root label e,(v) such that the root has 
the immediate subtrees e&J, . . . , e,(_z_,). 
Assume also y cr U, where su, is the quasi-ordering on Y’. Let sx be the 
quasi-ordering on X. Since t E L,(X) and y sr u, 
(x0, . * . > XN-1) +y (20, . . . > %I> 
does not hold. (Otherwise we would have x ~~2.) So there exists a minimal 
s < N such that (x,, . . . , x,_~) ~2” (zO, . . . , zI-,) does not hold. Then 
(x0, . . * x,-2) ~~” (zo, . . f , +1). 
Let j0 < I be minimal such that x0 sx ziO. Let j, < 1 minimal such that j. <jr and 
x1 < zj,. Let finally js_2 < 1 be minimal such that js_-3 < js_* and x,_~ q Zjs_2. Then 
Zjo, * * . 3 ZjsmlEX> (zO, * . . > zjo-l> E LX(xO)<w, (zjs-,+l, . . . 2 zjr_2-l) E LX(xs-2)<o~ 
and (Zcjs_2)+1, . . . , &I> E Lc(~s-l)~w. Define e,(z) to be the tree determined by 
the immediate subtrees e,(Xj,), . . . , ex(zjz_,) and the root labeled with 
(v, ((ex(zo), . . . , eAZj,-d), . . . , (ex(Z(js_,)+l), . . . , e&-J))) EV@Z 
Then e,(z) E X” since s - 1 < yk. 
Next, we show that e,(z) Gex(z’) implies z cXz’ by induction on the sum of 
vertices of z and z’. If eJz) is embeddable into an immediate subtree i of e,(z’), 
then i has the form e,(z”) for some immediate subtree z” of z’. Then 
z <I z” & z’ by the induction hypothesis. 
Now we assume that e,(z) is embeddable into e,(z’) and that e,(z) is not 
embeddable into an immediate subtree of e,(z’). Then the root-label r of e,(z) is 
less than or equal to the root-label r’ of e,(z’) with respect to the appropriate 
quasi-ordering. Thus, if 
r= (.V, ((ex(zo), . . . , ex(Zj,,-J), . . . , (ex(Z~j3_2)+1)y. . . I &2-d))) 
and 
r’= (v’, ((e,(z& . . . , ex(zih-,)), . . . , (ex(Z;j;._2)+1)t. . . , e,(zb-d)), 
then s = s’, v sr8 v’, 
(e&0), . . . , eJZj,--1)) (GxY (4&), . . . , f-&&d>, . . . , 
and finally 
(ex(Z(j,_,,+d9 . . . f e&-J) (~x)<w (e,(z;j;._,,+J, . . . J &;,-J). 
Furthermore, there exists a permutation n of (0, . . . , s - 2) such that ex(zj) s* 
e,(zbCj,) for j GS - 2. Therefore, by the inductive assumption, Zj ~~z&j, for 
j <s - 2. By combining the above results, we obtain a one-to-one mapping 
p: (0, . . . ) 1- l}-+ (0, . . . ) 1’ - l} such that zi 5-x z;(i) holds for 0 c i c I - 1. 
Since v Gr v’, we conclude z sxz’. •i 
Corollary 2.1. ACAo k ‘dn KT(n) f, KT( co) ++ WF( 652”). 
Proof. Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 1.2 0 
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3. A comparison between two ordinal notation systems for the Howard- 
Bachmann-ordinal 
We have just seen that the ordinal notation system for the Howard-Bachmann- 
ordinal which is based on the function 6 is an appropriate tool for the ordinal 
analysis of Kruskal’s theorem. For a perspicious proof-theoretic analysis of fli 
bar induction we need another concept for representing the Howard-Bachmann- 
ordinal namely the v-function which is due to Buchholz. See, for example, [l] for 
a definition. 
Let Q(l, w) := Q2” and Q(n + 1, w) := Q52(n*w). We are going to show that 
rqQ(n, w)) = qJ(Q(n + 1, w)) is true for every natural number n. This technical 
result will be needed for comparing the proof-theoretic strength of Kruskal’s 
theorem and II$BI over ACAo. (This section is very technical and may be 
skipped at first reading.) 
Definition 3.1. Inductive definition of sets of ordinals Cn(a), C(a), and of 
ordinals qa by main recursion on LY and side recursion on n < w. 
1. (0, Q> c C,(~), 
2. P, Y l C,(a) Ls mp + YE C,+,(a). 
3. P E C(P) n an C”(a) + WP E Cn++), 
4. C(cu) := lJ {C,(a): n < o}. 
Let qa := min{E: 5 $ C(a)}. 
The following Lemmata can be gathered from [l] or [4]. 
Lemma 3.1. qcu < Q. 
Lemma 3.2. (1) qa = C(a) tl Q, 
(2) aeC(a)np 3 V@<M, 
(3) a,p<qy 3 w”+P<qy. 
Definition 3.2. Inductive definition of a set OT($J) of ordinals and a natural 
number GV~ for &E 07’(q). 
1. (0, Q] 5 OVV), G,O := G&2 := 0, 
2. cw=a,+.* * + a&, Ly> a1 2= * . .G= any,, al, . . . ) a, E OT(qJ) n AP + 
(Y E Or(q), G,tx := max{G,(Y,, . . . , G,an} + 1, 
3. LX = ma’, a> ai, a1 E OT(V) + & E 02(q), Gw~ := G,cu, + 1, 
4. LY = $~a,, ai E C(q), ai E OT(q) + a E 02(q), G,a: := G,(Y, + 1. 
Lemma 3.3. (1) Or(v) = C(E~+~), 
(2) Or(q) n 52 = qcn+lJ 
(3) ozyq) n a= af0t- CYS v’E~+~. 
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To see that OT(q9) may be considered as a primitive recursive ordinal notation 
system we must be able to decide the relation (Y E C(/3) for a, /3 E OT(q). For 
this purpose we introduce the auxiliary concept of coefficient sets. 
Definition 3.3. Inductive definition of a set of ordinals Ka for (Y E OT(q). 
1. KO := KL’ := 0, 
2. K(cu, + *. . + (t’,) := Ka, U . . . U Kan, 
3. K(o”‘) = Km,, 
4. Kqml := Km, U {a,}. 
Let ka := max(Ka U (0)) and ha := ka + w”(cf. [4]). 
Lemma 3.4. (Y E OT(+) 3 (Km < pe (Y E C(p)). 
Lemma 3.5. (1) cz E OT(v) j (Y*, ka! E OT(I&), G,,,a* 6 Gva, G,ka=z G,,p, 
ka = km*, 
(2) cv E OT(q) A km < cx j I/W E Or(q). 
(3) a: E OT(Q) + @a E OT(q), 
Lemma3.6. ~,,!~EOT(T/J) + (~*<~/~/3@kka:</3). 
Definition 3.4. Recursive definition of & for a: E OT(6) 
1. 6 := 0, d := sz, 
2. (“I+’ * . + CUJ := ai1 + * . . + &, 
3. (ma,)” := &I, 
4. (6a,) := qhct,. 
Lemma 3.7. (1) (Y E OT(6) * &E OT(q), 
(2) @,PEOT(@ 3 (E<W&<<), 
(3) cx E OT(6) * (a*T = &*. 
Proof. By a simultaneous induction on G+Y + G&. We consider only the 
non-trivial case for (2). Let LY = 6a1 and p = Sp,. Assume first that o1 < pi and 
az < S/3,. Then we see 8, < fi, and SC< vh/$ by the induction hypothesis. Thus 
k&* < hfl, and therefore hai, = k& + oa^l = kg,* + toB1 < kfi, + cosl = hfi,. 
This yields (#a,)* < (@I,)^. Assume now (Ye > fir and 6a, s PT. Then 
(&zi)*~fiT. Since fii* < (h/3,)&* we see fil* s qhfi, by Lemma 3.6. Thus 
(r%Y < (flPJ. 
Corollary 3.1. (1) 6c~ s qh&, 
(2) 6(Q(n, w)) s q(Q(n + 1, w)). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.7 and the well known fact that fp 2 /3 holds 
for any strictly monotonic ordinal function J 0 
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We now define the reverse embedding CX* Cu of OT(q) into OT(8). Of course 
the trivial setup r/~a ++ 6~7~ will induce an order-preserving mapping of OT( q) into 
OT(6). But this yields only qcu s 6% c qh& and this is not an equality in the 
interesting cases. 
Lemma 3.8. For each (Y E OT(I/_J)\{O} there exist uniquely determined 
al,. . . I a,, E OT(q) and PI,. . . , /3,, E OT( q) such that cx = Q"'(l + pl) + . . . + 
CP(1 + p,J, (or > . . . > cu, and p,, . . . , p,, < A 
Definition 3.5. cv =O_NF Qwl(l + PI) + . . .Qafl(l + pn) 
33 CX = Q”l(l+ p,) + . . * + P-(1 + pn> A (Yr > * . . > cr, A p*, . . . , pn < sz. 
Lemma 3.9. cx =n--NF Q”‘(1 + /3,) + . . * + CF(l + fin) 
* a* = max{a$, . . . , c$, /3f,. . . , pn*}. 
Definition 3.6. Induction definition of & for cx E OT(v). 
1. fJ:= 0, 0:= n, 
2. cu,+*~~+cu,:=Fj+~~*+u,, 
3. p:=C()al, 
4. $!Jo := 60, 
5. q_kx:= S(sza, +. ~~+s(szcu,+6(~cu,+p,)+p,)~~~+p,), 
if U =n_NF CF’(l + pr) + . * . + !zn(l + pn). 
Lemma 3.10. cx E OT(@) + &E OT(6). 
The following lemma is of crucial importance. 
Lemma 3.11. (1) Zf CX’, j3 E OT(W), then (LX < 6 e ii < 6). 
(2) If a: =Q_NF CP(l + pr> + . . . + SP(1+ pn> + P”+‘(l+ Pn+r) +. . . + 
Pm(l + p,,J E OT(v), if p =O_NF Qa’(l + pr) +. . . + sZa”(l + p,J + CP+‘(l + 
&+,) E Or(q), and if (Y U Ka < p, then 
- 
@(aa;,+*** - + 6(Qa&+, + S(L27g + (a . .) + pn) + pn+J + . . * + pm) 
< @(QYn+l  @(Qcu, + ce * .) + E) + &+,), 
(3) Zf p =Q_NF CP'(l + j3r) +. . * + Pn(l +&J + D’“+l(l+ &+i) E OT(q), a< 
p and LX E OT(q), then 
cu* < 6(Q2y,+, + s(acu, + (. . *) + pn) + a,,,). 
Proof. By main induction on 2G@ + 2Gv0 a n sr d ‘d e induction on m -n. 
(1) The critical case is (Y = $~a,, p = q& Ka;, < CC”, Kp, < /3” and (Y < /I. Let 
cu, := *-NF P’(l + pr) + . . . + G+(l + pn) + CYn+(l + Pn+r) + * . . + Qam(l + pm) 
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and 
po := Q_pJF a”‘(1 + p1) + * * . + P(l + 0”) + P”(1 + 6,+,) + . . * + Q+(l + S,), 
where SF+’ (1+ Pn+J < Qy”+‘(l + S,,,). Let 
Y0 := *_mz a”(1 + PI) + . . * + Q”(1 + /?J + QY”“(l + &+i). 
Then q, < y0 and Kq, < yO. By the main induction hypothesis applied to (2) we 
see that 
< f+(QYn+, + q52y?z+, + (* * .I + %I+,) + %+2) 
c.. .< VPO. 
(2) The assertion holds for m - n = 0. We assume first that ynfl > CX,+~ is true. 
Let 
a’ := F&m? P(1 + p1) + * * . + !P(l + /3J + CYn+,(l + Pn+l) 
+... + aaql + /3m_1). 
Then max{a’, ka’} s max{a, ka} < p. We conclude by the side induction 
hypothesis 
l9(QC&_i + * * . + S(szcr,+, +6(~~~+(...)+p,)+P,+1)+...+P,-1) 
< fvWn+l + S(Qcu, + (* . *) + pn) + a,,,) =: y’. 
- - - 
The main induction hypothesis for (1) yields yn+l > CX,+~ >. * * > am. The main 
induction hypothesis for (3) yields E * < y’ and c * < y’. Therefore 
- 
lY(Q(t;,+*. - .+s(a(u,+l+s(sz~+(...)+,)+p,+,)+...+p,)<y’. 
Assume now yn+r = a,,, and Pn+i< cY,+~. If cu, < ant1 = yn+r the assertion 
follows as before. Assume now cxx CY”+~ = yn+l and Pn+l< bn+i. The main 
induction hypothesis for (a) yields pn+r < 6,+1. Thus 
(3) The claim is true for (Y E (0, Q}. If cx is not of the form v’(Y, with Kao < (Ye) 
then the assertion follows immediately from the main induction hypothesis for 
(3). Let CE = ~/.Jcx~ and Kao U {a,} = KCY < p. The main induction hypothesis for 
(2) yields the assertion. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. 1&(S2(n + 1, w)) = r?(Q(n, 0)). 
Remark. Let 6 be the collapsing function defined in [7]. Then @Q(n, w))O = 
ti(Q(n, 0)) for every n E N. 
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4. Majorization relations and fundamental functions 
In this section we restate for convenience the concepts of majorization relations 
and fundamental functions which are developed in [l]. These concepts are needed 
for carrying through the ordinal analysis of the restricted bar induction schemata. 
All missing proofs can be found in [ 11. 
Definition 4.1. 1. a a, p means (Y < p and for all 6, n: 
as 6 C min{P, q}, 6, p E C(q) + a: E C(q). 
2. map :e aa,p, 
3. c~lrp :e (aapva=p). 
Lemma 4.1. (1) (Y a p * a a, p, 
(4 CU<P 3 aad, 
(3) ~<p<Ya~a,y * aa,p, 
(4) o-q< h j aa m++, 
(5)a<P<Q+aap, 
(6) asp * (u+1Sl@. 
Lemma 4.2. a q p, p a, y 3 (y a, y. 
Lemma4.3. a,a,p,p<d+l + u~+LY~,w~+~. 
Corollary 4.1. 0 01. II a w a a (n + 1). 
Lemma4.4. aapp + off-nap04 
Lemma 4.5. a a,p, p e C(a), p E C(p) implies: 
(1) a E C(a), 
(2) w a, ~3. 
Corollary 4.2. LY = cw, + 1 E C(a) + a0 E C(a) h r&q, 4 @x 
Definition 4.2. A function f with the domain dam(f) c OT(q) is said to be a 
fundamental function if the following holds. 
Fl. If p E dam(f) and a < p, then (Y E dam(f) and f(a) a,f(P). 
F2. If P~dom(f) and f(0) G 6 <f(p), then there is an a: < /I such that 
f(cu)a6<f(cu+ 1) andf(a)af(m+l). 
F3. If LYE dam(f) and f (a) E C(q), then a: E C(n). 
Lemma 4.6. If f is a fundamental function and cx E dam(f), then CK s f (a). 
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Definition 4.3. Let Z& be the function with domain dom(Z&) := {(u E 
OT(q): a< /3} and Z&(cu) := CY for all LYE dom(Z&). 
Lemma 4.7. Zde is a fundamental function. 
Definition 4.4. Let f be a fundamental function. 
1. Let oY+f be the function with domain dom(oY+f):={aE 
dom(f):f(a)<wYtl} and (~‘+f)(a):= o’+f(a) for all rx~dom(o~+f). 
2. Let & be the function with domain dom(&) := dam(f) and (&)(a):= 
dCLy) for all (Y E dom(of). 
3. Let lyf be the function with domain dom(qf):= {a~ dam(f): a< 0, 
f(a) E C(f (a))> and (vf )(a) := Ilt(f(a)) for all a E dom(vf). 
Lemma 4.8. Zf f is a fundamental function, then also wy + f, cuf and qf are 
fundamental functions. 
Lemma 4.9. Zf f is a fundamental function with a, Q E dam(f), a < /3 = qf (a) 
andf(a)Uf(Q), thenalsof(P)Uf(Q). 
Corollary 4.3. Zf f is a fundamental function with QE dam(f), then 
f (Ilt(f (0))) Qf (Q). 
5. Ordinal analysis of restricted bar induction 
In this section we determine the proof-theoretic strength of the subsystems of 
second-order arithmetic ACA,, + ZZ&BZ which is based on arithmetical com- 
prehension and ZZ: bar induction. From this result we shall gather the 
unprovability of Kruskal’s Theorem in ACAo + ZZ&BZ as well as the proof- 
theoretic equivalence of ACA, + ZZ$BZ and Kripke-Platek set theory plus 
infinity axiom but with foundation restricted to set-theoretic ZZ2 formulas. Our 
device for dealing with ZZ; bar induction will be Buchholz’ Q-rule (cf. [l]). 
To set the context, we fix some notations. The language of second-order 
arithmetic, 2.., consists of free numerical variables a, b, c, d, . . . , bound 
numerical variables x, y, z, . . . , free set variables U, V, W, . . . , bound set 
variables X, Y, 2, . . . , the constant 0, a symbol for each primitive recursive 
function, and the symbols = and E for equality in the first sort and the 
elementhood relation, respectively. The numerical terms of .& are build up in the 
usual way; r, s, t, . . . are syntactic variables for them. Formulas are obtained 
from atomic formulas (S = t), (s E U) and negated atomic formulas l(s = t), 
l(s E U) by closing under A, v and quantification Vx, 3x, VX, 3X over both 
sorts; so we stipulate that formulas are in negation normal form. 
The classes of ZZi- and _E!,-formulas are defined as usual (with ZZ:, = 2; = 
lJ {fin: n E N}. 1A is defined by de Morgan’s laws; A + B stands for 1A v B. All 
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theories in .J,$ will be assumed to contain the axioms and rules of classical two 
sorted predicate calculus, with equality in the first sort. In addition, it will be 
assumed that they comprise the system ACAo, ACA,, contains all axioms of 
elementary number theory, i.e., the usual axioms for 0, ’ (successor), the defining 
equations for the primitive recursive functions, the induction axiom 
~~[OEXA~x(XEX~X’EX)~~~(xEX)], 
and all instances of arithmetical comprehension 
32 vx [x E z f, F(x)], 
where F(a) is an arithmetic formula, i.e., a formula without set quantifiers. 
For a 2-place relation -C and an arbitrary formula F(a) of & we define 
Prog(<, F) := Vx [Vy (y <x+F(y))-+F(X)] (progressiveness) 
TZ(<, F) := Prog(<, F)-+ VX F(x) (transfinite induction) 
WF(<):=vxTz(<,x):=vx(vx[vy(y<x+yEx)~xEx] 
+vx [x EX]) (well-foundedness). 
Let 9 be any collection of formulas of .&. For a 2-place relation -C we will write 
< E 9, if < is defined by a formula Q(x, y) of 9 via x i y := Q(x, y). In addition, 
we will use the notation -C E 9- to express that Q(x, y) contains no set 
parameters. 
Definition 5.1. 1. (ZZk-Z3Z)o denotes ACA,, extended by the ZZ!, bar induction 
scheme, i.e., all formulas of the form 
WF(<)-, TZ(<, F), 
where < E ZZA and F E ZI!,. 
2. (ZZA-BZ)O denotes the modification, where i is required to contain no set 
variables. 
3. (ZZA-BZ)) and (ZZA-BZ) denote the corresponding theories augmented by the 
scheme 
F(0) A Vx (F(x)+ F(x’))+Vx F(x) 
for every d%;-formula F(a). 
For technical purposes it is convenient to reformulate (ZZ&Z?Z), in a sequent 
calculus. 
Definition 5.2. The sequent calculus version of (ZZ$Z?Z), derives finite sets of 
formulas denoted by Z, 0, E, A, . . . The intended meaning of Z is the 
disjunction of all formulas of ZY We use the notation Z, A for Z U {A} and r, 2 
for r u Z. Let Z be an arbitrary finite set of formulas. 
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The axioms of (II$BI), are: 
(Axl) 
(Ax2) 
r, A, -IA for every prime formula A. 
I’, A if A is a set of prime and negated prime formulas such that V A 
(i.e., the disjunction of all formulas of A) is a tautological consequence 
of the equality axioms and the defining equalities of the primitive 
recursive functions. 
(IA) r,VX[OEXAv.x(XEX-+X’EX)~vx(XEX)]. 
(II;-CA)r,32 Vx[xeZ ++ F(x)] where F is arithmetic. 
The logical rules of inferences are: 
(A) Fr, A and Er, B + lr,A AB, 
(v) tT,Ai 3 Fr,A,, v Al if ic (0, l}, 
(VI) w, F(U) j w, vx F(X), 
w tr, F(U) j w, vx~(x), 
(3 w, I 3 tr, 3~ F(X), 
(32) t-r, F(U) * w, 3xqx), 
(Cut) tr,A and Fr, 1A + Er, 
where in (V,) and (V,) the free variable a, respectively U is not to occur in the 
conclusion. 
The only non-logical rule of inference of (II$BI), is the II: bar induction rule: 
Fr, WF(<) and t-I’,$!lYVZ[y <a A lB(y, Y,Z)],3ZB(a, lJ,Z) 
* kr, SZB(b, v, Z), 
where < and B are arithmetic; and a and U are not to occur in 
r, Vx VY 3XB(x, Y, Z). 
We shall conceive axioms as inferences with an empty set of premises. The 
minor formulas (m.f.) of an inference are those formulas which are rendered 
prominently in its premises. The principal formulas (p.f.) of an inference are the 
formulas rendered prominently in its conclusion. (Cut) has no principal formula. 
So any inference has the form 
(*I for all i< k kr, Sj j Fr, E 
(0 G k < 2), where s consists of p.f. and Xi is the set of m.f. in the ith premise. 
The formulas in rare called side formulas (s.f.) of (*). 
Derivations of (II$BZ), are defined inductively, as usual. 53, g’, ‘&, . . . range 
as syntactic variables over (II$BZ), derivations. All this is completely standard, 
and we refer to [9] for notions like ‘length of a derivation of 9’ (abbreviated by 
ISI), ‘last inference of !3’, ‘direct subderivation of !3’. We write G3 1 I’ to mean 
that $3 is a derivation of r. 
The most important feature of sequent calculi is cut-elimination. Our sequent 
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calculus (ZZ$Z?Z), admits cut-elimination concerning cuts whose cut formula is 
neither a principal formula of a non-logical rule of inference nor a principal 
formula of an axiom. This is a general phenomenon which will be exploited next. 
To state this fact concisely, let us introduce a measure of complexity, gr(A), the 
grade of a formula A: 
1. g@) = 0, if A is a prime formula or negated prime formula. 
2. gr(VXF(X)) = gr(3XF(X)) = w, if F(U) is arithmetic. 
3. gr(A A B) = gr(A v B) = max{gr(A), g?-(B)} + 1. 
4. gr(k H(x)) = gr(3x H(x)) = gr(H(0)) + I. 
5. gr(VX G(X)) = gr(3X G(X)) = gr(G( U)) + 1, if G is not arithmetic. 
The cut-rank, p(9), of a derivation 9 is also defined by induction: Let 6$, 
i < k, be the direct subderivations of 9. If the last inference of 9 is (Cut) with 
m.f. A and 1A let p(B) := sup{gr(A) + 1, sup{p(Si): i < k}}. Otherwise, let 
p(g) := sup{~(g~): i <k}. By (Z&B& l-i r we mean that there is a derivation 
9 1 Z in (ZZ&BI), such that JSd( s k and p(g) 4 p. 
Theorem 5.1 (Cut-elimination). Let 2::= k and 2:+, :=2’ where 1:= 2;. Zf 
(rr:-BO” c+n+1 r then (II$BZ), PW+ 1 r where p = 2:. 
Proof. Observe that gr(A) < o + 1 holds for every p.f. A of an axiom or 
non-logical rule of (ZZ&BZ),. So the result follows by the standard cut-elimination 
procedure for sequent calculi (cf. [9]). 0 
Proposition 5.1. (ZZi-BZ),, proves WF(<) + TZ(<, F) for any < E II: and F E 
II;. 
Proof. Let F(x) be VY 3ZB(x, Y, 2) with B arithmetic. Then 
(I$BZ),, t Vy [y <a ---, VY 3Z B(Y, Y, Z)], 
3y3YVZ[y<a AlB(y, Y, Z)] 
and 
(I$BZ),~ 3Y VZlB(a, Y, Z), 32 B(a, U, Z) 
yield 
(&BZ),,k C(a), 3y 3Y VZ [y <a A lB(y, Y, Z)], 32 B(a, U, Z) 
with 
C(a)=Vy[y<a + VY 32 B(y, Y, Z)] A 3Y VZ 33(a, Y, Z). 
Here we assume that a and U are ‘fresh’ variables. By (3,), we get 
(I&BZ),~ 3x C(x), 3y 3Y VZ [y<a A lB(y, Y, Z)], 32 B(a, U, Z). (1) 
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Using the fli bar induction rule on (1) and 
(~I:-Bz),t34F(<), WF(<), 
we obtain 
(z&BZ), t1Fvq-Q 3x C(x), 32 B(a, u, Z); 
thence, by (V,), (V,), and (v), this becomes 
(n:-sz>, HWF(< ) v (3x C(x) v vx VY 32 B(x, Y, Z)). 
Therefore (&EJZ),, t WF(<)+ TZ(< , F). (Note that A+ B = 1A v B.) 0 
(2) 
In the .next section we shall embed (ZI$BZ), into an infinitary calculus T*. To 
handle this with optimal bounds, we have to resort to very well behaved 
derivations. 
Definition 5.3. Let 32; be the collection of formulas of the form 
3y 3X VYA(y, X, Y), where A(0, U, V) is arithmetic. 
A (ZI$BZ), derivation 9 t r is said to be nice if p(9) < o + 1, and, for every 
_$formula A that serves as the minor formula of an inference (3,) in this 
derivation, either A is an element of r or A is never a side formula of an 
inference in 9. 
Note that if none of the formulas occuring in a dervation 9” has a 3E: 
subformula, then g0 is automatically nice. We say that a formula C is essentially 
2; (written ess-2:) if 
Lemma 5.1. Let r be a set of ess-2: formulas, z= (32, Bl(t,, Z,), . . . , 
32, B,(t,, Z,)> c JC :, and @ = PY, 321 B,(Y,> ZI), . . . , 3y, 32, B,(Y,, Z,)>. 
(1) Zf 9kT, E, then we can find a nice ?Ja+ t r, 0. 
(2) Zf 9$ t r, then there is a nice 9: k l? 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 5.1, we may assume p(9) < w + 1. We proceed by 
induction on 19 I. If r, z is an axiom, then so is r; hence r, 0 is an axiom. The 
derivation consisting merely of this axiom is of course nice. 
Now suppose 0 < 191. If neither a m.f. nor a p.f. of the last inference (1.i.) of 9 is 
,Yi, then the assertion follows by using the induction hypothesis on the premises 
and reapplying the same inference, since this does not change the stock of 
$-formulas. Note that p(9) G cr) + 1. 
Next assume that a formula 3Z B(t, Z) E $_ is a m.f. of the last inference of 9. 
Then this must be an instance of (3,) because of r, s c ess-2;. So the p.f. is of 
the form 3y 32 B(y, Z) E r, and the direct subderivation of 9 takes the form 
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%l-A, s”’ with Asrand z”‘=z, 3ZB(y, Z). Applying the induction hypothe- 
sis we get a nice 
9+ 1 A, 0, 3y 32 B(y, Z), 
thence 9+kT, 0. 
Finally, suppose that 3Y C(Y) E 2: . IS the p.f. of the last inference of 9. This 
then must be an instance of (&). So there is a nice derivation 9” 1 r, E, C(U) 
such that p(9(J G o + 1 and 1 6Bol < ( 91. Inductively we find a nice derivation 
By use of (&), we can continue 9: to a nice derivation of r, 0, 3YC(Y). If 
3Y C(Y) E r, then we are done. Otherwise, 3Y C(Y) E s’; thus an application of 
(3,) gives us a nice derivation 9+ t r, 0, since in this case 3Y C(Y) does not 
appear as a s.f. in 9;. 
(2) follows from (1) with z = 0. q 
6. The infinitary calculus T* 
The formulas of T* arise from 9’*-formulas by replacing free numerical 
variables by numerals, i.e., terms of the form 0, 0’, 0”, . . . . Especially, every 
formula A of T* is an &-formula, and thus p(A) is understood. A formula 
without second-order variables will be called constant. We are going to measure 
the length of derivations by ordinals. For technical reasons we are compelled to 
diverge from the ordinal notation system 0T(6) of Section 1. Instead we are 
going to use the set of ordinals OT(q) of Section 3. 
Definition 6.1. 1. A formula B is said to be weak if it belongs to n: U II:. 
2. Two closed terms s and t are said to be equivalent if they yield the same 
value when computed. 
3. A formula is called constant if it contains no set variables. The truth or 
falsity of such a formula is understood with respect to the standard structure of 
the integers. 
4. O:=O,m+l:=r?z’. 
Definition 6.2. Inductive definition of T* 1: r for cr E OT(q) and p < o + o. 
1. If A is a true constant prime formula or negated prime formula and A E r, 
then T* 1; r 
2. If r contains formulas A@,, . . . , s,) and iA(t,, . . . , t,) of grade 0 or w, 
where si and t, (1 G i s n) are equivalent terms, then T* 1: I’. 
3. If T* t: c and /3 a (Y hold for every premiss c of an inference (A), (v), 
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(3,), (V,) or (Cut) with a cut formula having grade <p, and conclusion r, then 
T* t;Z-. 
4. If T* k? Z’, F(U) holds for some a,uo 4 (Y and a non-arithmetic formula F(U) 
(i.e., gr(F( U)) 2 w ), then T* t,“r, gXF(X). 
5. (w-rule). If T* kg r, A(%) is true for every m < w. VxA(x) E r, and /3 a cr, 
then T* t; r 
6. (Q-rule). Let f be a fundamental function satisfying 
a. Q E dam(f) and f(Q) a (Y, 
b. T* tfd” r, VXF(X), where VXF(X) E II:, and 
c. T* t{ S, VX F(X) implies T * cca) S, r for every set of weak formulas S 
and p < Q. 
Then T* k,” Z- holds. 
Remark 6.1. The derivability relation T* ‘rp” r is modelled upon the relation 
PB* t,” F of [l], the main difference being the sequent calculus setting instead of 
P- and N-forms and a different assignment of cut-degrees. The allowance for 
transfinite cut-degrees will enable us to deal with arithmetical comprehension. 
Lemma6.1. (l)T*k$r&rcA&aIIp&s~p + T*t$A. 
(2) T*k;I’,Ar\B + T*t;r,A&T*k;I’,B. 
(3) T*k,“I’,AvB j T*b;Z-,A,B. 
(4) T* t-p” I’, F(t) j T* kp” r, F(s) if t and s are equivalent. 
(5) T* k,“r, Vx F(x) + T* t-,“r, F(s) for every term s. 
(6) Zf T* 1; r, VXG(X) and gr(G(U)) 2 CO, then T* kp” r, G(U). 
Proof. By induction on (Y. The inductions can be carried out straightforwardly. 
(5) requires (4). As to (6), observe that VX G(X) cannot be the main formula of 
an axiom. •i 
Lemma 6.2. T* kg’“r, A(sI, . . . , sk), lA(t,, . . . , tk) if aagr(A(s,, . . . , sk)) 
and si and ti are equivalent terms. 
Proof. By induction on gr(A). El 
Lemma 6.3. (1) T” k?jm l(O E U), (3x)[x E iI A 1(x’ E U)], m E u, 
(2) T* I;+’ VX[OEXAvx(XEX 4x’ EX)_VX (x EX)]. 
Proof. For (1) use induction on m. For a detailed proof see [4,10.17]. 
(2) is an immediate consequence of (1) using Lemma 6.1(l), the o-rule, (v), 
and (V,). 
Definition 6.3. For formulas F(U) and A(u), F(A) denotes the result of replacing 
each occurrence of the form (e E U) in F(U) by A(e). The expression F(A) is a 
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formula if the bound variables in A(a) are chosen in an appropriate way, in 
particular, if F(U) and A(a) have no bound variables in common. 
Lemma 6.4. Let A(U) = {F,(U), . . . , Fk(U)} be a set of weak formulas such that 
U doesn’t occur in VX&(X) (1 s i G k). For an arbitrary formula A(a) we then 
have: 
T* to”A(U) + T* t;+“A(A). 
Proof. By induction on CY. Suppose A(U) is an axiom. Then either A(A) is an 
axiom too, or T* ,t+, A(A) can be obtained through use of Lemma 6.2. 
Therefore T* ,f+, A(A) by Lemma 6.1(l). If T* 1: A(U) is the result of an 
inference, then this inference must be different from (3J, (Cut), and (Q-rule). 
Therefore the assertion follows easily from the induction hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 6.5. Let r, VX (FX) be a set of weak formulas. If T* 1: T, VX F(X) and 
a< $2, then T* l-oar, F(U). 
Proof. By induction on (Y. Note that VXF(X) cannot be a principal formula of 
an axiom, since 3XlF(X) does not surface in such a derivation. Also, due to 
a < Q, the derivation doesn’t involve instances of the Q-rule. Therefore the 
proof is straightforward. 0 
The role of the (Q-rule) in our calculus T* is enshrined in the next lemma. 
Lemma 6.6. T* If” 3XF(X), lF(A) f or every arithmetic formula F(U) and 
arbitrary formula A(a). 
Proof. Let f(a):=Q+ &with dom(f):={aEOT(v): CUGQ}. Then 
T* k;(O) VXlF(X), 3XF(X), lF(A) (1) 
according to Lemma 6.2. For CY < Q and every set of weak formulas 0, we have 
by Lemmata 6.4 and 6.5, 
T* 1; 0, VXlF(X) + T* I&@) 0, lF(A). 
Therefore, by Lemma 6.1(l), 
T* to” 0, VXlF(X) + T* t;f’“’ 0, 3XF(X), lF(A). 
The assertion now follows from (1) and (2) by the Q-rule. 0 
7. The reduction procedure for T* 
(2) 
Lemma 7.1. Let C be a formula of grade p. Suppose C is a prime formula or of 
either form 3X H(X), 3x G(x) or A v B. Let a = oW1 + . ’ . + OILY* with 6 s oWks 
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. . . =s Off’. Then we have 
Proof. By induction on 6. 
1. Let r, C be an axiom. Then there are three cases to consider. 
1.1. r is an axiom. Then so is A, I-. Hence T* t-F+” A, lY 
1.2. C is a true constant prime formula or negated prime formula. A 
straight-forward induction on a then yields T* kp” A, and thus T* F;+~ A, r by 
6.1(l). 
1.3. C=A(s,, . . . , s,) and rcontains a formula lA(t,, . . . , f,J where si and r, 
are equivalent terms. From T* 1: A, lA(s,, . . . , s,) one receives T* t.; A, 
lA(t,, . . . , t,) by use of Lemma 6.1(4). Thence T* I;+’ A, r follows by use of 
Lemma 6.1(l), since lA(t,, . . . , t,J E r 
2. Suppose C =A v B and T* 12 r, C, A, with A0 E {A, B} and 6,) 4 6. 
Inductively we get 
T* t;+*O A, I-, A”. (1) 
Next use Lemma 6.1(2) on T* I-F A, 1A A 1B to obtain 
T* k:+6” A, r, lAo. (2) 
Whence use a cut on (1) and (2) to get the assertion. 
3. Suppose C = 3x G(x) and T* t-2 r, C, G(t) with 6, U 6. Inductively we get 
T* k;+6(’ A, r, G(t). (3) 
By Lemma 6.1(l),(5), we also get 
T* k;+60 A, r, lG(t); (4) 
thus (3) and (4) yield T* FEea A, r by (Cut). 
4. Suppose the last inference was ($) with p.f. C. Then C = 3XH(X) and 
T* b? I’, C, H(U) for some 6” a 6 and gr(H( U)) 2 o. Inductively we get 
T* I;+*” A, r, H(U). (5) 
By Lemma 6.1(l),(6) we also get 
T* t;+60 A, I-, 3f(U). (6) 
From (5) and (6) we obtain 
5. Let T* bz r, C be derived by the Q-rule with fundamental function J Then 
the assertion follows from the I.H. by the Q-rule using the fundamental function 
Ly+f. 
6. In the remaining cases the assertion follows from the I.H. used on the 
premises and by reapplying the same inference. 0 
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Lemma 7.2. T* kc+, r + T* tt”r. 
Proof. By induction on LY. We only treat the crucial case when T” l-y+, r, D and 
T* kT+l r, lD, where a;, <I IX, and p(D) = q. Inductively this becomes 
T* ty”“r, D and T* k,, w”” r, 1D. Since D or 1D must be one of the forms 
exhibited in Lemma 7.1, we obtain T* k~a”+o”‘r by Lemma 7.1. As o”o+ 
Wno a o”, we can use Lemma 6.1(l) to get the assertion. 0 
Theorem 7.1 (Collapsing Theorem). If r is a set of weak formulas and LX E C(a), 
then we have 
Proof. By induction on (Y. Observe that for p < 6 < Q, we always have /3 4 6. 
1. If ris an axiom, then the assertion is trivial. 
2. Let T* 1: r be the result of an inference other than (Cut) and Q-rule. Then 
we have T* kz c with quo Q (Y and c being the ith premiss of that inference. 
cu, Q a and a E C(a) imply a0 E C(Q) and $JQ U ~a: by Lemma 4.5. Therefore 
T* t-$“” 4) by the I.H., hence T* k$” r by reapplying the same inference. 
3. Suppose T* 1: r results by the Q-rule with respect to II:-formula VXF(X) 
and a fundamental function f. Then D E dam(f) and f(Q) Ii IX. Also 
T* p;“’ r, VXF(X), (1) 
and, for every set of weak formulas E and p < 9, 
T* If E, vx F(X) + T* t+fi) 3, r. (2) 
From~~Eom(f)wegetf(O)~f(0)by(F1);thusf(~)~ayieldsf(O)~C(f(O)) 
and f (Q) E C(f (Q)) using Lemma 4.5. Therefore the I.H. used on (1) supplies us 
with T* bJ’(f(0)) r, VX F(X). Hence with E = r we get 
T* ~ftw(fm) r 
w (3) 
from (2). Now Corollary 4.3 ensures that f (p) U f(‘Q), where j3 = q(f (0)); hence 
f(p) E C(f (p)) by Lemma 4.5 since f (Q) E C(f (Q)). So using the I.H. on (3), we 
obtain 
T* l$f(P)) r > (4) 
thus T* tJ’” r as f (/3) cl LY. 
4. Suppose T* t2 r, A and T* !-:I r, lA, where n, 4 cy and p(A) c co. 
Inductively we then get T* k$“” r, A and T* tJ’ao r, -IA. Let p(A) = n - 1. Then 
(Cut) yields 
T* tp r (5) 
with p, = (qq,) + 1. Applying Lemma 7.2, we get T* b~fl r, and by repeating 
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this process we arrive at 
T* t-k r, 
where /3k+l := o p* (l<k<n). Since IJJ~“<$J&, we have fin<~)(x; thus 
T* t,wmr 0 
8. The refined reduction lemma 
We would like to define nice derivations also in the context of T*. A 
T*-derivation is a tuple consisting of its direct subderivations (d.s.), the set of 
minor formulas (m.f.), the set of principal formulas (p.f.) (possibly empty), the 
ordinal bounds for the length and cut-rank, and a symbol indicating the last 
inference (1.i.). If there were not the D-rule, we needn’t to be specific about this. 
We will write 9 t-p” r if 9 is a derivation witnessing 1: E The tuple 
is said to be a nice T*-derivation if: 9$ t,“r, VXH(X) is nice; f is a 
fundamental function with D E &m(f) and f(Q) II a; VXH(X) E n:; and for 
every set of weak formulas E and p < Q the following is valid: 
If 9’ is a T*-derivation satisfying 9’ tg E, VXH(X), then F(9’) is a nice 
T *-derivation satisfying .Y( 9 ‘) ‘rits) Z, lY (So 3 is a function on proofs.) Nice 
derivations allow us to improve on the Reduction Lemma 7.1. 
Lemma 8.1 (The Refined Reduction Lemma). Let B = 3y 3ZA(y, Z) be 32:. 
Leta=w”‘+...+w”n~a,~...~a n,P=OB1+..‘+OB*~P1~...~PksUChthat 
PI < IX,,. Suppose that 9’ ks+1 r, -JB and 9 kE+l A, B are nice T*-derivations, 
where r, As ess-2’:. There there is a nice T*-derivation 9* t-P;=‘: r, A. 
Proof. By induction on p. If the last inference (1.i.) does not have a 2: or 32: 
principal formula (p.f.), the assertion follows by using the I.H. on the direct 
subderivations (d.s.) and reapplying the same inference. (If this is the Q-rule with 
fundamental function f, then the new fundamental function will be CK +f.) Note 
that such an inference does not change the stock of ‘critical’ formulas. 
If the last inference is (3J with 2: p.f. A, then the d.s. 9” might not be nice. 
But this problem can be overcome by adding A as a side formula throughout the 
derivation 2J0, which gives rise to a nice derivation 9,. So we can apply the I.H. 
on 9, and subsequently ($) to get the assertion. 
Now suppose that the p.f. of the 1.i. is E = 3x 3ZA(x, Z) and E E 3.X:. Then 
the d.s. of 9 has the form 5% te+1 &, C, where PO a p, C = 3ZA(t, Z), and 
&E A, B. Note that 9,, is also nice. Suppose C E A. The I.H. provides us with a 
nice derivation 
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So we get a nice derivation g* tEz/: I’, A by weakening. If C 4 A, then the 
niceness of 53 implies that the 1.i. of $3~~~ is (&) with p.f. C. So the d.s. gd, of .$& 
then has the form gd, t$+r A,, A(t, U) with A, G 4, and &a/?,. Using the I.H. 
on %J, we find a nice derivation 
Suppose that E = B. Then 1B = vy VZ lA(y, Z). Using inversion (Lemma 
6.1(2) and 6.1(6)) on g’, we get a derivation 
93 e+1 r, 14~ U), 
which is also nice, since it has the same stock of 2; minor and side formulas as 
9’. Using (Cut) on & and $3J3 (and weakening) we get a nice derivation 
&3* t::{ r, A. 
Finally, suppose E is different from B. Then E E r Then apply @) followed by 
(3,) to &, to get a nice derivation ?3* tE:/:A,\{B}, r, E (note that 
cu+/3,a&+&=4(~+/3). As A,\{B}cA and EEr, the result follows by 
weakining. 0 
9. Embedding (II$BZ), into T* 
The objective of this section is to embed (II:-BZ), into T*, so as to obtain an 
upper bound for the proof-theoretic ordinal of (II$BZ), by putting to use results 
of the previous section. The treatment of the fli bar induction rule requires the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 9.1. Let E(a) and F(a, U, V) be arithmetic formulas. Zf A is an arbitrary 
set of T* formulas and T* l-i,, A, 3y [E(y) A VY 32 F(y, Y, Z)], then 
T* I,“;:““.” A, 3y VY 32 [E(y) A F(y, Y, Z)]. 
Proof. By induction on 6. Let GO = 3y [E(y) A VY 32 F(y, Y, Z)]. If GO is not 
the p.f. of the last inference, then we get the desired derivation by employing the 
I.H. on the premises and reapplying the same inference. 
Now let GO be the p.f. of the last inference, which must be (3,). Hence 
T* k2+l A, Go, E(t) A VY 3ZF(y, Y, Z) for some 6,) 4 6. Let G be 
3y VY 32 [E(Y) A F(Y, Y, Z)]. The I.H. yields T* tE+1 A, G, E(t) A 
VY 32 F(t, Y, Z), where a = Q * 2 + aO. 5. Hence, by Lemma 6.1(2), we get 
and 
T* I:+1 A, G, E(t) (1) 
T* t:+r A, G, VY 32 F(t, Y, Z). (2) 
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Using Lemma 6.1(6) on (2), we get 
T* t:+l A, G, 3ZF(t, v, Z). 
From Lemma 6.6, followed by Lemma 6.1(3), we obtain 
T* t:;-“l 32 [E(t) A F(t, V, Z)], l,?(t), +(t, V, U). 
By (V,), this becomes 
T* t:i;+’ 32 [E(t) A F(t, u, Z)], 7?(t), Vzqt, v, Z). 
Applying (Cut) to (3) and (4) gives 
T* t:;; A, G, 3Z [E(t) A F(t, V, aI, wq; 
hence 
(3) 
(4) 
T* t;;‘: A, G, 1Jqt) (5) 
using (V,) and 3,). Finally employ (Cut) on (1) and (2) to obtain T* 1::: A, G. 
As a + 5 a Q .2 + 6 . 5, this finishes the proof. 0 
Theorem 9.1. Let r be a set of ess-Xk formulas. Suppose that r* results from r by 
replacing all the free variables in formulas of r with numerals. Then 
(n: - SZ), F:+~ r 3 T* ~2: r*, 
where f (k) := (k + 1) * 3. 
Proof. By induction on k. 
Using Lemma 5.1(2), we can assume that we have a nice derivation of r 
During this proof we shall also ensure that the corresponding T*-derivation will 
be nice. 
1. If ris an axiom (Axl) or (Ax2), then r* is also an axiom of T*. 
2. If Tis an axiom (IA), then this follows from Lemma 6.3(2). 
3. Suppose r is an axiom (II:,-CA), i.e., r contains a formula (3Z)(Vx)[x E 
Z *A(x)], with A arithmetic. Setting F(U) := (Vx)[x E U-A*(x)], we obtain 
T* ,;+, F(A*) 
using Lemma 6.2. By Lemma 6.6 we have 
(1) 
T* F:‘” 32 F(Z), +‘(A*). (2) 
Thus (1) and (2) yield (since gr(F(A*)) < w) T* If5”“‘EIZF(Z), thence 
T” FfI r*. 
Observe that in the cases, we have been considering so far, the infinitary 
derivations didn’t contain inferences with 2: m.f. or p.f.; so they are automati- 
cally nice. 
4. Suppose (E$BZ), kk+n-1 r is the result of an inference (E12) with principal 
formula 3XH(X) E r having grade cr). Then (#-BI), I$‘+, &,, H(II) for some 
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k,,<k and &EK By I.H., we then have a nice T*-derivation 9” 1::: r,*, 
H*(U). The ($)-rule of T* is not available in this situation since &H*(U)) < w. 
We have to resort to Lemma 6.6 to get a nice 
9, If.2 3XH*(X), +Z*(U) 
Applying (Cut) gives us a nice 
92 1::; r*. 
5. Suppose (ZZ$BZ),, I$+, Z, A and (ZZ$Z3Z),, k$‘+i Z, -A for some k,, < k and 
gr(A) < o + 1. Inductively we then get 
T* 1::: r*, A* and T* bzyf r*, lA*. 
So, by (Cut), we obtain T* tF+ki I-* niceness preserving. 
6. Let (ZZ$BZ),, tk,+i Z be the result of (Vi). Then (ZZ:-BZ),, kzl+i &), F(a) for 
some k, < k and &,, Vx F(x) = K Inductively we get T* tfzp r,T, F*(C) for every 
n. Thus the assertion follows by the w-rule. Since (Vi) does not violate niceness 
in the original derivation, the o-rule won’t do this in the infinitary derivation. 
7. Let (ZZl-BZ),, tk,,, Z be the result of a logical inference other than the ones 
already treated. Then the assertion follows using the I.H. on the premises and 
subsequently reapplying the same inference in T*. This of course preserves 
niceness. 
8. Finally, we have to deal with the ZZ: bar induction rule. So suppose 
r = A, 32 qb, v, z), 
(3) 
and 
(ZGBZ)” l”,o, 1 A, 3y 3Y vz [y K a A 1B(y, Y, Z], 3ZB(a, u, Z), (4) 
where k,, < k and a, I/ are ‘fresh’ variables. Put 
c(m) := 3y 3Y VZ[y Km A 1B(y, Y, z)]*, 
and 
A(m) :- VY 32 B(fi, Y, Z)*. 
By I.H. we then have, for p = @(kl1) and for each m < co, a nice T*-derivation 
9,,, t!+i A*, C(fi), 32 B(rii, U, Z)“; 
thus, using (V,), we obtain a nice derivation 
9’ tz+, A*, C(m), A(rii) (5) 
with a0 = SZf(ko)tl (note that 32 B(ti, U, Z)” 4 E:), and also, by the I.H. used on 
(3), we get a nice 
s2 l-z+, A*, WO(<)*. (6) 
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Moreover, Lemma 6.6 provides us with a nice 
9’ t;‘*lVX TZ(<*, X), TZ(<*, A), 
simply because the formulas occuring in this derivation do not have 32; 
sub-formulas. By Lemma 6.1(3) we get a nice 
9’ I_,R’2+X TZ(i*, X), 32 [~C,(Z) A lA(z)], VzA(z), (7) 
where 
C,(b) = vy [y < b + 3Y vz B(y, Y, z)]*. 
Claim. ZfpGsZ.2, E a set of formulas which does not have 2: subformulas, and 
SB* is a nice derivation such that 
9* tg q 3z [-CO(z) A -A(z)], Vz A(z), 
then, for all m < w, there is a nice 
9; t”,‘$ E, I-*, A(m), 
where 
s(P) = a0 * ,P = gpo)+l . WB 
We prove the Claim by induction on 0. Put 
D := 3x [T(z) A lA(z)]. 
If neither D nor Vz A(z) is a principal formula of the last inference, then the 
assertion is easily obtained by the induction hypothesis. Suppose now that 
Vz A(z) is the principal formula. Then there is some PO a /3 such that for all 
. . 
m < o there is a nice 9~~ E. =, Ba - D, Vz A(z), A(m). Inductively we then can pick a 
nice 9d:, l-“,‘$$s, Z*, A@), thus 9: t”,‘f’l =, r*, A*(m) for some nice 9; (note 
that g(Po) a g(P)). 
Now let D be the principal formula. Then there are PO a /I, a term t, and a 
nice 
9; t.@ E, VzA(z), D, -Z,(t) A lA(t). 
Let n be the value of t. Using the I.H. and Lemma 6.1(4), we get a nice 
%‘df E#po) =, T*, A&), lC,(fi) A lA(Z). 
By Lemma 6.1(2) we therefore find nice 9; and 9: such that 
9; F”,‘$) & Z*, A(m), X0(n) 
and 
9; I”,‘$) z, r*, A(m), -A@) 
We would like to replace 
lC,(fi) = 3y [y <* ti A VY %?lB(y, Y, z)“] 
(8) 
(9) 
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with 
lC(fi) = 3y VY 32 [y i* ii A 1B(y, Y, Z)“]. 
This can be done using Lemma 9.1. By inspection of the proof of 9.1, one readily 
verifies that this transformation leads from nice derivations to nice derivations. So 
from (8) we obtain a nice 9: satisfying 
where q := g(&) .4. If we now use the Refined Reduction Lemma 8.1 on (5) and 
(lo), we obtain a nice 
9; I-;:? s, r*, A(m), A($. (11) 
Note that A(E) is not the minor formula of (3,) in 9; or 9: ((9) and (11)). 
Thence, by using the Reduction Lemma 7.1 on (9) and (ll), we arrive at a nice 
Since rl + LY() + cu, = SZfcko) . (aa0 .4 + 2) <1 gckO) . cop = g(p), this furnishes proof 
of the Claim. Letting s= {~WF(<*)} and /-I = 52.2, the Claim, used on (7), 
yields a nice 
967” kZ+i -WF(<*), r*, A(m), (12) 
where rl= szf wo)+2 Finally applying (Cut) to (6) and (12), will provide us with a . , 
9: 15:; r*, A@) (13) 
for all m < w. Since A(m) = t/Y 3ZB*(rE, Y, Z) and 32 B*(& V, Z) E r* for 
some m < u, the assertion follows from (13) and Lemma 6.1(6). Cl 
Corollary 9.1. Let A be a ZZ: sentence such that (ZI: - BZ)(, IA, then there is some 
a< sz”@ such that T* I$‘” r. 
Proof. Employing Theorem 9.1, we find an n < w such that T* t-,““+l A; thus 
T* t:O” A by Lemma 7.2. Theorem 7.1 then yields T* k$‘“““) A. 0 
Corollary 9.2. Let < be an arithmetic well-ordering such that(ZZ$BZ),, 1 WF(<). 
Then the order-type of < is less than q!lJQrn. 
Proof. From a cut-free proof of WF(<) in T* of length less than LY one can 
extract that the order-type of < is majorized by 2” (cf. [4, 13.101 or [S]). 0 
Corollary 9.3. (ZZ$BZ), does not prove Vn KT(n). 
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 1.1, Corollary 9.2, and Corollary 3.2. 0 
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10. A well-ordering proof in (II;-BI); 
By Corollary 9.2 and vQn’” < 6Q2” (see Corollary 3.2), we know that the 
well-foundedness of the primitive recursive well-ordering < r8Qw cannot be 
proved in (J’I$H),. This section is aimed at showing (n&H); I- WF( < 1 I%?“) for 
any (meta) n. In the sequel LU, p, y, 6, . . . are supposed to range over OT(6). < 
will be used to denote the ordering on OT(6). We are going to work informally 
in second-order arithmetic. Especially, variables X, Y, 2, . . . are ranging over 
subsets of N. Note also that we consider OT(6) to be a subset of N. The proofs 
require some terminology. 
Definition 10.1. 1. Act := {cu < Q: WF(< rcx)}, 
2. M := {a: E,(a) ~Acc}, 
3. “cnP :e cu,j3~Mr\a!<p. 
Remark. Act is a fli-definable class. Therefore M and cn are also n:. 
Lemma 10.1. CE, p E Act + a + tuB E Act. 
Proof. Familiar from Gentzen’s proof in PA. The proof just requires ACAo (cf. 
[4, Section 151). Cl 
Lemma 10.2. Act = M r-152 ( := {a EM: cy< Q}.) 
Proof. If (Y E Act, then En(a) G Act as well; hence LY E M rlS2. If u E M II 52, 
then E,(a) E M fl $2, so a, E Act follows from Lemma 10.1 0 
Definition 10.2. Let Prog,(X) stand for 
(V(t E M)[(VP ca LY)(/? E X)+ (Y E X]. 
Let Accn := {aeM: 6cx~Acc). 
Lemma 10.3. Prog,(Acc,). 
Proof. Assume a E M and (VP cn cx)(p E Acc~). We have to show 6a E Act. It 
suffices to show 
p<6a + /3~Acc. (1) 
We shall employ induction on G,(P), i.e., the length of (the term that 
represents) /I. If p 4 E, then (1) follows easily by the inductive assumption and 
Lemma 10.1. Now suppose p = #PO. Then we have to distinguish two cases 
according to Lemma 1.2. 
Case 1: /3 s cx*. Since (Y E M, we have a(* E En(&) c Act; therefore /3 E Act. 
Case 2: PO < (Y and /3: < 6a. As the length of /3h is less than the length of p, we 
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get PI; E Act; thus E&I,,) LA cc, therefore &, E M. By the assumption at the 
beginning of the proof, we then get /3,, E Act,; hence /I = Sp,, E Act. 0 
It should be noted that the proof of Lemma 10.3 only requires complete 
induction for ZZi-classes. The next lemma is where we really need (ZZ$BZ),;. 
Lemma 10.4. Let A(a) be a ZI: formula. Letting Ak be the formula 
v4(vP <n a) A(P)+ (VP <a a + Qk) A(P 
(ZI&BZ), proves Prog,({E: A(E)})+A,. 
Proof. We proceed by outer induction on 
(VP <a 6)A(/3). Then also (V/3 6,6)A(@. 
k. Assume Prog,( { a: A( a)}) and 
For k = 0 this gives the assertion, 
since y < 6 + Q” implies y s 6. Now let k = m + 1. So we get A, by the inductive 
assumption. Let B(q) be the formula (VP <a 6 + Q”’ . q)A(/3). B(q) is (in 
ACA,) provably equivalent to a ZZ: formula. Suppose that q E Act and 
(Vp < r) B(q). Clearly, B(0) holds. If r~ is a limit, then for /I cn 6 + Q”’ . q 
there exists p < q such that p csz 6 + Q”’ . p, hence B(q) holds. Now let rl be a 
successor y + 1. Then (VP CD 6 + 52”’ . y) A(P). Using A,, this implies (VP < 
6 + !2” . y + Qm) A(P), thus (VP cn 6 + Q”’ . (y + 1)) A(P), hence B(q). By the 
above considerations, we have 
(Vrl E Acc)[(Vp < rl) B(P)+ B(v)lr 
hence, using ZZ; bar induction along < /(r + l), we obtain 
(Vrl ~Acc) B(q). 
Now for every p cQ 6 + Qk, there is some r~ E Act such that /3 <= 6 + 52” . r]. 
Therefore 
(VP <n 6 + Q”) A(P) 
follows from (Vq E Act) B(q). 0 
Theorem 10.1. For any II, (17&B& I- WF(< r&2”). 
Proof. Obviously (VP co 0) A(P) holds for any formula. Therefore we obtain 
(Z%TZ), 1 Z+og,({E: A(E)))+= (VP <a Q”) A(P) (1) 
for any ZZ; formula A( a) and k E N. Since the formula ‘g E Act,’ can be written 
ZZ:, Lemma 10.3 along with (1) implies, for any k E FV, 
(ZI;-BZ); 1 (VP cn a”)[/3 E Act,]. 
Therefore, for any n, (ZZ:-sZ>; k WF(< TSP). q 
Corollary 10.1. The proof -theoretic ordinal of (ZT$BZ),, and (ZI$BZ); is 652”. 
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Proof. Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 9.2. 0 
Corollary 10.2. For every n < w, (ZI$BZ); t KT(fi). 
Proof. For fixed n the proof of KT(n) requires only WF(NY) for some 
m < n + 3. This follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2. 0 
The methods of the last six sections can also be employed to determine the 
proof-theoretic ordinals of the systems (ZZA-BZ),, (ZZA-BZ);, (ZIA-BZ), and 
(ZZA-BZ)- for n > 2. 
For T a theory, let ITI denote the proof-theoretic ordinal of T. 
Letting Q(1, a) = W, and IR(n + 1, a) := Q2n(n,aY) for n > 1, the following is 
true. 
Theorem 10.2. Let n L 2. 
(1) ](n;-sz),] = j(ZZk - BZ),] = ]ZW o- + Z&-Foundation) = 6Q(n - 1, w). 
(2) ](Z$BZ)] = ((ZZA - BZ))] = 6Q(n - 1, Eg). 
Proof. The results about the set theories are from [5]. 0 
11. ACAo t KT ++RFN,;((Z7;-BZ),) 
In view of Theorem 10.1 one is naturally led to search for a natural 
strengthening of (ZZ&BZ),, that proves WF(IXP) and is not stronger than 
ACAo+ WF(69”). Of course, (ZZ$BZ) proves WF(SG?), because the outer 
induction on k in the proof of Lemma 20.4 can be carried out as a formal 
induction within (ZZ$BZ). Hence (ZZ$BZ) k Vn WF(SP), thus (Z7$ 
BZ) I- WF(19i2”). However, (ZZ$BZ) has proof-theoretic ordinal 6Q’o; so this is 
not the right candidate. It turns out that the Uniform Reflection Principle for 
(ZZ;-BZ),,, RZ%$(Z%BZ)o), P rovides the appropriate strengthening. This 
scheme asserts the ZZ: soundness (with parameters) of (ZI$-BZ),,. 
Definition 11.1. RFN,;((Z7$BZ),) is the scheme 
for ZZ: formulas F(a) with at most one free variable a. Here Pr(n;_B,j,, denotes 
the 2: provability predicate for (ZI$BZ), and rF(ii)l signifies the Godel number 
of F(a) when a is replaced by the nth numeral (for details see [ll]). 
The proof of Theorem 10.1 can be formalized in ACAo. Therefore 
AC& 1 ‘jx Pr,,;-,I,,,( WF(SS2”)). So we come to see the following. 
Theorem 11.1. ACA,, + RFNn;((Z7$BZ),) t WF(SQ”). 
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The remainder of the section will be devoted to outlining the proof of the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 11.2. ACA, + WF(SQW) t RFN,;((II$BZ),). 
We first give the rough idea of that proof. So let 53 1 F(fi) be a (ZZ&BZ), proof 
of a ZI: formula F(3) = VXA(x, fi). Using Theorem 9.1, we can pick a T* 
derivation %J* such that 23* FE”+, A(U, 5) for some m < Q which is determined by 
9. Furthermore, we can transform 2?3* into a cut-free derivation !3** t,“A(U, fi) 
with (Y = qQn”. Since a < Sz, the derivation g** does not contain instances of 
the Q-rule. Especially, all the formulas occurring in L%** have to be subformulas 
of A(U, ii). Thence, by induction on & one verifies that A(X, n) is true for any 
set X of natural numbers. Since the formula A(U, ii) is 2: for some k, this very 
last step requires only a truth predicate for 2: formulas (with parameters) which 
is available in ACA,,. 
A minor problem with the above scetch is that we didn’t exactly specify the 
amount of transfinite induction that it requires. Closer inspection reveals that we 
can restrict ourselves to ordinals from C(Q2R”). Since the order-type of < r C(Q”“) 
is not much bigger than o := +Q”“‘, namely w@“‘, the well-foundedness of 
< rC(Q”“) is still provable in ACA, + WF(tj1!2”“). 
A considerably greater challenge is offered by the question: How can we 
formalize infinitary derivations in ACA, + WF(qL?“‘“)? Obviously we have to use 
an effective counterpart of the above construction, where we work with codes for 
T*-derivations instead of using the T*-derivations themselves. The main idea 
here is that we can do everything with recursive proof-trees instead of arbitrary 
derivations. A proof -tree is a tree, with each node labeled by: A sequent, a rule 
of inference or the designation ‘Axiom’, two sets of formulas specifying the set of 
principal and minor formulas, respectively, of that inference, and two ordinals 
(length and cut-rank) such that the sequent is obtained from those immediately 
above it through application of the specified rule of inference. The well- 
foundedness of a proof-tree is then witnessed by the (first) ordinal ‘tags’ which 
are in reverse order of the tree order. 
If the inference is an instance of (Q-rule), the label should also provide an 
index for the fundamental function f and an index for the functional 3 that gives 
the transformations on proof-trees (cf. Section 8); hence both are required to be 
recursive. 
We then have to show that none of our manipulations on T*-derivations leads 
us beyond this class of recursive proof-trees. The latter is guaranteed by the fact 
that for the embedding of (ZZ$BZ), into T* we only need instances of the 
(Q-rule), where the transformation on proof-trees is given by a recursive 
functional, and by the fact that all the operations in the cut-elimination procedure 
are of a local nature, i.e., they give rise to recursive functionals. 
To carry out all the details of this constructivization would mean to produce 
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another lengthy paper. But it is high time that we finished this paper; so we 
simply quit at this point. 
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